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                            Suhaila Salimpour was born on December 10: 1966: At Alta Bates Hospital: 
                            In Berkeley: California: USA: Suhaila Salimpour’s favorite activities as a child were: 
                            Dancing: Playing with her dolls behind her father’s chair in the living room: Playing in 
                            her doll house: Suhaila Salimpour’s first job was as a dancer and a dance teacher: 
                            Suhaila Salimpour’s mother was born in Manhattan: New York City: New York: 
                            USA: Suhaila Salimpour’s father was born in Tehran: Iran: As a child Suhaila 
                            Salimpour lived in Northern California: USA: As a child Suhaila Salimpour loved 
                            the feeling she had when she was dancing and how close she felt to her mother when 
                            they shared the dance: Now: Suhaila Salimpour lives in Northern California: USA: 
                            As an adult Suhaila Salimpour loves her family: Quiet times: Being healthy: A good 
                            night’s sleep: Suhaila Salimpour’s favorite animal is Cat: Mostly her cat Ramsy whom 
                            she had had for 20 years since Suhaila Salimpour was 12 years old: Ramsy was 
                            amazing: Suhaila Salimpour’s favorite ideas are in creating technique for Belly Dance: 
                            Suhaila Salimpour’s favorite objects are costumes: Suhaila Salimpour earns her living 
                            from teaching dance: Choreographing dance:, Producing dance: And performing dance: 
                            Suhaila Salimpour’s mother Jamila Salimpour a pioneer in the world of Middle Eastern 
                            dance and her father Ardeshir Salimpour a Persian drummer: Suhaila's unique back 
                            ground has prepared her to become one of the world's finest and most sought after 
                            performers: Teachers: And choreographers of traditional Middle Eastern dance: 
                            Classically trained from an early age in Jazz: Tap: And  Ballet: Suhaila's first 
                            breakthrough came when she integrated her classical training with her traditional 
                            background in Middle Eastern dance. The result was as exciting as it was special: 
                            Suhaila's performances expressed the emotional soul and rhythm of ancient dance with 
                            the discipline and structured movement of the modern era: As Suhaila Salimpour’s 
                            reputation grew Suhaila became a teacher and performer of her unique art form all 
                            over the United States and Europe: Her reception in the Middle East was astonishing: 
                            She was frequently compared in the media to some of the greatest dancers in the entire 
                            Arab world: Suhaila has appeared on several American television series: She was also 
                            the featured dancer of the prestigious Arabic Los Angeles nightclub “Byblos" for years: 
                            Suhaila Salimpour has been featured in shows with the most renowned singers in 
                            the Middle East: Suhaila Salimpour choreographed American rock videos using a 
                            combination of her jazz training and Middle Eastern dance movements and her unique 
                            artistic vision can be seen today in The Suhaila Dance Company: in 2000 Suhaila 
                            revived her mother’s famous tribal dance company Bal Anat which was the first tribal 
                            dance company in the World: While touring the United States: Canada: and Europe 
                            giving workshops and concerts Suhaila Salimpour maintains The Suhaila Salimpour 
                            School of Dance: Currently: Suhaila Salimpour has finalized the first certification 
                            program ever available in Middle Eastern Dance: The aim of the art of Suhaila 
                            Salimpour is to ever more raise the level of her dance form: The aim of the life of 
                            Suhaila Salimpour is to watch her beloved daughter Isabella grow and enjoy her life 
                            while Suhaila Salimpour and her beloved husband Andre and Suhaila Salimpour’s 
                            countless dancing friends enjoy their time together: And now I will say farewell to you: 
                            And I will sing of another truly beautiful bright glowing giant hearted graceful 
                            luxurious fiery voluptuous hard working daughter mother wife whirling gliding 
                            flying floating radiating glowing winding rising fast sloe eye lovely star too: 
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                               In Berkeley: California: USA: Suhaila Salimpour’s favorite activities as a child were: 
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                            USA: Suhaila Salimpour’s father was born in Tehran: Iran: As a child Suhaila 
                       Salimpour lived in Northern California: USA: As a child Suhaila Salimpour loved 
                        the feeling she had when she was dancing and how close she felt to her mother when 
                        they shared the dance: Now: Suhaila lives in Northern California: USA: 
                             As an adult Suhaila Salimpour loves her family: Quiet times: Being healthy: A good 
                         night’s sleep: Suhaila Salimpour’s favorite animal is Cat: Mostly her cat Ramsy whom 
                             she had had for 20 years since Suhaila Salimpour was 12 years old: Ramsy was 
                           amazing: Suhaila Salimpour’s favorite ideas are in creating technique for Belly Dance: 
                           Suhaila Salimpour’s favorite objects are costumes: Suhaila Salimpour earns her living 
                               from teaching dance: Choreographing dance:, Producing dance: And performing dance: 
                                  Suhaila Salimpour’s mother Jamila Salimpour a pioneer in the world of Middle Eastern 
                              dance and her father Ardeshir Salimpour a Persian drummer: Suhaila's unique back 
                               ground has prepared her to become one of the world's finest and most sought after 
                                 performers: Teachers: And choreographers of traditional Middle Eastern dance: 
                                 Classically trained from an early age in Jazz: Tap: And  Ballet: Suhaila's first 
                              breakthrough came when she integrated her classical training with her traditional 
                            background in Middle Eastern dance. The result was as exciting as it was special: 
                            Suhaila's performances expressed the emotional soul and rhythm of ancient dance with 
                          the discipline and structured movement of the modern era: As Suhaila Salimpour’s 
                         reputation grew Suhaila became a teacher and performer of her unique art form all 
                        over the United States and Europe: Her reception in the Middle East was astonishing: 
                       She was frequently compared in the media to some of the greatest dancers in the entire 
                        Arab world: Suhaila has appeared on several American television series: She was also 
                        the featured dancer of the prestigious Arabic Los Angeles nightclub "Byblos" for years: 
                         Suhaila Salimpour has been featured in shows with the most renowned singers in 
                          the Middle East: Suhaila Salimpour choreographed American rock videos using a 
                           combination of her jazz training and Middle Eastern dance movements and her unique 
                             artistic vision can be seen today in The Suhaila Dance Company: in 2000 Suhaila 
                             revived her mother’s famous tribal dance company Bal Anat which was the first tribal 
                            dance company in the World: While touring the United States: Canada: and Europe 
                          giving workshops and concerts Suhaila Salimpour maintains The Suhaila Salimpour 
                          School of Dance: Currently: Suhaila Salimpour has finalized the first certification 
                          program ever available in Middle Eastern Dance: The aim of the art of Suhaila 
                           Salimpour is to ever more raise the level of her dance form: The aim of the life of 
                           Suhaila Salimpour is to watch her beloved daughter Isabella grow and enjoy her life 
                         while Suhaila Salimpour and her beloved husband Andre and Suhaila Salimpour’s 
                         countless dancing friends enjoy their time together: And now I will say farewell to you: 
                          And I will sing of another truly beautiful bright glowing giant hearted graceful 
                       lluxurious calm voluptuous hard working daughter mother wife whirling gliding 
                       flying floating radiating glowing winding rising fast sloe eye lovely star too: 
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                     Suhaila Salimpour has been featured in shows with the most renowned singers in 
                        the Middle East: Suhaila Salimpour choreographed American rock videos using a 
                          combination of her jazz training and Middle Eastern dance movements and her unique 
                            artistic vision can be seen today in The Suhaila Dance Company: in 2000 Suhaila 
                             revived her mother’s famous tribal dance company Bal Anat which was the first tribal 
                            dance company in the World: While touring the United States: Canada: and Europe 
                          giving workshops and concerts Suhaila Salimpour maintains The Suhaila Salimpour 
                          School of Dance: Currently: Suhaila Salimpour has finalized the first certification 
                          program ever available in Middle Eastern Dance: The aim of the art of Suhaila 
                           Salimpour is to ever more raise the level of her dance form: The aim of the life of 
                           Suhaila Salimpour is to watch her beloved dau ghter Isabella grow and enjoy her life 
                         while Suhaila Salimpour and her beloved husba nd Andre and Suhaila Salimpour’s 
                         countless dancing friends enjoy their time togethe   r: And now I will say farewell to you: 
                          And I will sing of another truly beautiful bri    ght glowing giant hearted graceful 
                       lluxurious calm voluptuous hard working d      aughter mother wife whirling gliding 
                       flying floating radiating glowing winding       rising fast sloe eye lovely star too: 
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                            Dancing: Playing with her dolls behind her fat          her’s chair in the living room: Playing in 
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                                 Suhaila Salimpour’s mother was born in Manh    attan, New York City: New York 
                              USA: Suhaila Salimpour’s father was born    in Tehran: Iran: As a child Suhaila 
                       Salimpour lived in Northern California: USA: As a child Suhaila Salimpour loved 
                         the feeling she had when she was dancing and how close she felt to her mother when 
                         they shared the dance: Now:  Suhaila lives in Northern California: USA: 
                               As an adult Suhaila Salimpour loves her family: Quiet times: Being healthy: A good 
                           night’s sleep: Suhaila Salimpour’s favorite animal is Cat: Mostly her cat Ramsy whom 
                              she had had for 20 years since Suhaila Salimpour was 12 years old: Ramsy was 
                           amazing: Suhaila Salimpour’s favorite ideas are in creating technique for Belly Dance: 
                           Suhaila Salimpour’s favorite objects are costumes: Suhaila Salimpour earns her living 
                               from teaching dance: Choreographing dance:, Producing dance: And performing dance: 
                                  Suhaila Salimpour’s mother Jamila Salimpour a pioneer in the world of Middle Eastern 
                              dance and her father Ardeshir Salimpour a Persian drummer: Suhaila's unique back 
                               ground has prepared her to become one of the world's finest and most sought after 
                                 performers: Teachers: And choreographers of traditional Middle Eastern dance: 
                                 Classically trained from an early age in Jazz: Tap: And  Ballet: Suhaila's first 
                                breakthrough came when she integrated her classical training with her traditional 
                                  background in Middle Eastern dance. The result was as exciting as it was special: 
                                    Suhaila's performances expressed the emotional soul and rhythm of ancient dance with 
                                    the discipline and structured movement of the modern era: As Suhaila Salimpour’s 
                                   reputation grew Suhaila became a teacher and performer of her unique art form all 
                                  over the United States and Europe: Her reception in the Middle East was astonishing: 
                                 She was frequently compared in the media to some of the greatest dancers in the entire 
                                Arab world: Suhaila has appeared on several American television series: She was also 
                               the featured dancer of the prestigious Arabic Los Angeles nightclub "Byblos" for years: 
                              Suhaila Salimpour has been featured in shows with the most renowned singers in 
                             the Middle East: Suhaila Salimpour choreographed American rock videos using a 
                            combination of her jazz training and Middle Eastern dance movements and her unique 
                            artistic vision can be seen today in The Suhaila Dance Company: in 2000 Suhaila 
                             revived her mother’s famous tribal dance company Bal Anat which was the first tribal 
                            dance company in the World: While touring the United States: Canada: and Europe 
                          giving workshops and concerts Suhaila Salimpour maintains The Suhaila Salimpour 
                          School of Dance: Currently: Suhaila Salimpour has finalized the first certification 
                          program ever available in Middle Eastern Dance: The aim of the art of Suhaila 
                           Salimpour is to ever more raise the level of her dance form: The aim of the life of 
                           Suhaila Salimpour is to watch her beloved dau ghter Isabella grow and enjoy her life 
                         while Suhaila Salimpour and her beloved husba nd Andre and Suhaila Salimpour’s 
                         countless dancing friends enjoy their time togethe   r: And now I will say farewell to you: 
                          And I will sing of another truly beautiful bri    ght glowing giant hearted graceful 
                       lluxurious calm voluptuous hard working d      aughter mother wife whirling gliding 
                       flying floating radiating glowing winding       rising fast sloe eye lovely star too: 
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                           night’s sleep: Suhaila Salimpour’s favorite animal is Cat: Mostly her cat Ramsy whom 
                                        she had had for 20 years since Suhaila Salimpour was 12 years old: Ramsy was 
                           amazing: Suhaila Salimpour’s favorite ideas are in creating technique for Belly Dance: 
                                     Suhaila Salimpour’s favorite objects are costumes: Suhaila Salimpour earns her living 
                               from teaching dance: Choreographing dance:, Producing dance: And performing dance: 
                                            Suhaila Salimpour’s mother Jamila Salimpour a pioneer in the world of Middle Eastern 
                              dance and her father Ardeshir Salimpour a Persian drummer: Suhaila's unique back 
                                         ground has prepared her to become one of the world's finest and most sought after 
                                 performers: Teachers: And choreographers of traditional Middle Eastern dance: 
                                           Classically trained from an early age in Jazz: Tap: And  Ballet: Suhaila's first 
                                breakthrough came when she integrated her classical training with her traditional 
                                            background in Middle Eastern dance. The result was as exciting as it was special: 
                                    Suhaila's performances expressed the emotional soul and rhythm of ancient dance with 
                                             the discipline and structured movement of the modern era: As Suhaila Salimpour’s 
                                   reputation grew Suhaila became a teacher and performer of her unique art form all 
                                            over the United States and Europe: Her reception in the Middle East was astonishing: 
                                 She was frequently compared in the media to some of the greatest dancers in the entire 
                                          Arab world: Suhaila has appeared on several American television series: She was also 
                               the featured dancer of the prestigious Arabic Los Angeles nightclub "Byblos" for years: 
                                        Suhaila Salimpour has been featured in shows with the most renowned singers in 
                             the Middle East: Suhaila Salimpour choreographed American rock videos using a 
                                      combination of her jazz training and Middle Eastern dance movements and her unique 
                            artistic vision can be seen today in The Suhaila Dance Company: in 2000 Suhaila 
                                       revived her mother’s famous tribal dance company Bal Anat which was the first tribal 
                            dance company in the World: While touring the United States: Canada: and Europe 
                                    giving workshops and concerts Suhaila Salimpour maintains The Suhaila Salimpour 
                          School of Dance: Currently: Suhaila Salimpour has finalized the first certification 
                                    program ever available in Middle Eastern Dance: The aim of the art of Suhaila 
                           Salimpour is to ever more raise the level of her dance form: The aim of the life of 
                                     Suhaila Salimpour is to watch her beloved dau ghter Isabella grow and enjoy her life 
                         while Suhaila Salimpour and her beloved husba nd Andre and Suhaila Salimpour’s 
                                   countless dancing friends enjoy their time togethe   r: And now I will say farewell to you: 
                          And I will sing of another truly beautiful bri    ght glowing giant hearted graceful 
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                Suhaila Salimpour was born on Decemb              er 10: 1966: At Alta Bates Hospital: 
                                     In Berkeley: California: USA: Suhaila Sa          limpour’s favorite activities as a child were: 
                  Dancing: Playing with her dolls behind her fat  her’s chair in the living room: Playing in 
                                        her doll house: Suhaila Salimpour’s first job w    as as a dancer and a dance teacher: 
                     Suhaila Salimpour’s mother was born in Manh  attan, New York City: New York 
                                      USA: Suhaila Salimpour’s father was born in Tehran: Iran: As a child Suhaila 
             Salimpour lived in Northern California: USA: As a child Suhaila Salimpour loved 
                                  the feeling she had when she was dancing and how close she felt to her mother when 
                        they shared the dance: Now: Suhaila lives in Northern California: USA: 
                                       As an adult Suhaila Salimpour loves her family: Quiet times: Being healthy: A good 
               night’s sleep: Suhaila Salimpour’s favorite animal is Cat: Mostly her cat Ramsy whom 
                                       she had had for 20 years since Suhaila Salimpour was 12 years old: Ramsy was 
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                    dance and her father Ardeshir Salimpour a Persian drummer: Suhaila's unique back 
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                                           Classically trained from an early age in Jazz: Tap: And  Ballet: Suhaila's first 
                    breakthrough came when she integrated her classical training with her traditional 
                                    background in Middle Eastern dance. The result was as exciting as it was special: 
              Suhaila's performances expressed the emotional soul and rhythm of ancient dance with 
                              the discipline and structured movement of the modern era: As Suhaila Salimpour’s 
       reputation grew Suhaila became a teacher and performer of her unique art form all 
                         over the United States and Europe: Her reception in the Middle East was astonishing: 
     She was frequently compared in the media to some of the greatest dancers in the entire 
                          Arab world: Suhaila has appeared on several American television series: She was also 
        the featured dancer of the prestigious Arabic Los Angeles nightclub "Byblos" for years: 
                               Suhaila Salimpour has been featured in shows with the most renowned singers in 
              the Middle East: Suhaila Salimpour choreographed American rock videos using a 
                                    combination of her jazz training and Middle Eastern dance movements and her unique 
                  artistic vision can be seen today in The Suhaila Dance Company: in 2000 Suhaila 
                                       revived her mother’s famous tribal dance company Bal Anat which was the first tribal 
                  dance company in the World: While touring the United States: Canada: and Europe 
                                    giving workshops and concerts Suhaila Salimpour maintains The Suhaila Salimpour 
                School of Dance: Currently: Suhaila Salimpour has finalized the first certification 
                                    program ever available in Middle Eastern Dance: The aim of the art of Suhaila 
                 Salimpour is to ever more raise the level of her dance form: The aim of the life of 
                                     Suhaila Salimpour is to watch her beloved dau ghter Isabella grow and enjoy her life 
               while Suhaila Salimpour and her beloved husba nd Andre and Suhaila Salimpour’s 
                                   countless dancing friends enjoy their time togethe   r: And now I will say farewell to you: 
                And I will sing of another truly beautiful bri    ght glowing giant hearted graceful 
                                 lluxurious calm voluptuous hard working d      aughter mother wife whirling gliding 
             flying floating radiating glowing winding       rising fast sloe eye lovely star too: 
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                                                     Suhaila Salimpour was born on December 10: 1966: At Alta Bates Hospital: 
      In Berkeley: California: USA: Suhaila Salimpour’s favorite activities as a child were: 
                                                     Dancing: Playing           with her dolls behind her father’s chair in the living room: Playing in 
        her doll house: Suhaila Salimpour’s first job was as a dancer and a dance teacher: 
                                                       Suhaila Salimpour’s mother was born in Manhattan, New York City: New York:  
         USA: Suhaila Salimpour’s father was born in Tehran: Iran: As a child Suhaila 
                                          Salimpour lived in Northern California: USA: As a child Suhaila Salimpour loved the  
        feeling she had when she was dancing and how close she felt to her mother when 
                                            they shared the dance: Now: Suhaila Salimpour lives in Northern California: USA: 
        As an adult Suhaila Salimpour loves her family: Quiet times: Being healthy: A good 
                                           night’s sleep: Suhaila Salimpour’s favorite animal is Cat: Mostly her cat Ramsy whom 
       she had had for 20 years since Suhaila Salimpour was 12 years old: Ramsy was 
                                              amazing: Suhaila Salimpour’s favorite ideas are in creating technique for Belly Dance: 
     Suhaila Salimpour’s favorite objects are costumes: Suhaila Salimpour earns her living 
                                                      from teaching dance: Choreographing dance:, Producing dance: And performing dance: 
         Suhaila Salimpour’s mother Jamila Salimpour a pioneer in the world of Middle Eastern 
                                                     dance and her father Ardeshir Salimpour a Persian drummer: Suhaila's unique back 
      ground has prepared her to become one of the world's finest and most sought after 
                                                        performers: Teachers: And choreographers of traditional Middle Eastern dance: 
        Classically trained from an early age in Jazz: Tap: And  Ballet: Suhaila's first 
                                                     breakthrough came when she integrated her classical training with her traditional 
       background in Middle Eastern dance. The result was as exciting as it was special: 
                                                 Suhaila's performances expressed the emotional soul and rhythm of ancient dance with  
     the discipline and structured movement of the modern era: As Suhaila Salimpour’s 
                                          reputation grew Suhaila became a teacher and performer of her unique art form al over 
      the United States and Europe: Her reception in the Middle East was astonishing: 
                                           She was frequently compared in the media to some of the greatest dancers in the entir  
      Arab world: Suhaila has appeared on several American television series: She was also 
                                             the featured dancer of the prestigious Arabic Los Angeles nightclub "Byblos" for years 
        Suhaila Salimpour has been featured in shows with the most renowned singers in 
                                                 the Middle East: Suhaila Salimpour choreographed American rock videos using a 
        combination of her jazz training and Middle Eastern dance movements and her unique 
                                                  artistic vision can be seen today in The Suhaila Dance Company: in 2000 Suhaila 
        revived her mother’s famous tribal dance company Bal Anat which was the first tribal 
                                                   dance company in the World: While touring the United States: Canada: and Europe 
       giving workshops and concerts Suhaila Salimpour maintains The Suhaila Salimpour 
                                                 School of Dance: Currently: Suhaila Salimpour has finalized the first certification  
      program ever available in Middle Eastern Dance: The aim of the art of Suhaila 
                                                  Salimpour is to ever more raise the level of her dance form: The aim of the life of 
      Suhaila Salimpour is to watch her beloved daughter Isabella grow and enjoy her life 
                                                while Suhaila Salimpour and her beloved husband Andre and Suhaila Salimpour’ s 
       countless dancing friends enjoy their time together: And now I will say farewell to you: 
                                                 And I will sing of another truly beautiful bright glowing giant hearted grace  
        lluxurious calm voluptuous hard working daughter mother wife whirling gliding 
                                        flying floating radiating glowing winding rising fast sloe eye lovely star too: 
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                                         ground has prepared her to become one of the world's finest and most sought after 
                       performers: Teachers: And choreographers of traditional Middle Eastern dance: 
                                           Classically trained from an early age in Jazz: Tap: And  Ballet: Suhaila's first 
                      breakthrough came when she integrated her classical training with her traditional 
                                            background in Middle Eastern dance. The result was as exciting as it was special: 
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                                          Arab world: Suhaila has appeared on several American television series: She was also 
                     the featured dancer of the prestigious Arabic Los Angeles nightclub "Byblos" for years: 
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                  artistic vision can be seen today in The Suhaila Dance Company: in 2000 Suhaila 
                                       revived her mother’s famous tribal dance company Bal Anat which was the first tribal 
                  dance company in the World: While touring the United States: Canada: and Europe 
                                    giving workshops and concerts Suhaila Salimpour maintains The Suhaila Salimpour 
                School of Dance: Currently: Suhaila Salimpour has finalized the first certification 
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                 Salimpour is to ever more raise the level of her dance form: The aim of the life of 
                                     Suhaila Salimpour is to watch her beloved dau ghter Isabella grow and enjoy her life 
               while Suhaila Salimpour and her beloved husba nd Andre and Suhaila Salimpour’s 
                                   countless dancing friends enjoy their time togethe   r: And now I will say farewell to you: 
                And I will sing of another truly beautiful bri    ght glowing giant hearted graceful 
                                 lluxurious calm voluptuous hard working d      aughter mother wife whirling gliding 
             flying floating radiating glowing winding       rising fast sloe eye lovely star too: 
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                                        her doll house: Suhaila Salimpour’s first job w    as as a dancer and a dance teacher: 
                               Suhaila Salimpour’s mother was born in Manh  attan, New York City: New York 
                                      USA: Suhaila Salimpour’s father was born in Tehran: Iran: As a child Suhaila 
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                                  the feeling she had when she was dancing and how close she felt to her mother when 
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                                 performers: Teachers: And choreographers of traditional Middle Eastern dance: 
                                           Classically trained from an early age in Jazz: Tap: And  Ballet: Suhaila's first 
                              breakthrough came when she integrated her classical training with her traditional 
                                    background in Middle Eastern dance. The result was as exciting as it was special: 
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               She was frequently compared in the media to some of the greatest dancers in the entire 
                          Arab world: Suhaila has appeared on several American television series: She was also 
                  the featured dancer of the prestigious Arabic Los Angeles nightclub "Byblos" for years: 
                               Suhaila Salimpour has been featured in shows with the most renowned singers in 
                        the Middle East: Suhaila Salimpour choreographed American rock videos using a 
                                    combination of her jazz training and Middle Eastern dance movements and her unique 
                            artistic vision can be seen today in The Suhaila Dance Company: in 2000 Suhaila 
                                       revived her mother’s famous tribal dance company Bal Anat which was the first tribal 
                            dance company in the World: While touring the United States: Canada: and Europe 
                                    giving workshops and concerts Suhaila Salimpour maintains The Suhaila Salimpour 
                          School of Dance: Currently: Suhaila Salimpour has finalized the first certification 
                                    program ever available in Middle Eastern Dance: The aim of the art of Suhaila 
                           Salimpour is to ever more raise the level of her dance form: The aim of the life of 
                                     Suhaila Salimpour is to watch her beloved dau ghter Isabella grow and enjoy her life 
                         while Suhaila Salimpour and her beloved husba nd Andre and Suhaila Salimpour’s 
                                   countless dancing friends enjoy their time togethe   r: And now I will say farewell to you: 
                          And I will sing of another truly beautiful bri    ght glowing giant hearted graceful 
                                 lluxurious calm voluptuous hard working d      aughter mother wife whirling gliding 
                       flying floating radiating glowing winding       rising fast sloe eye lovely star too: 
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                                 performers: Teachers: And choreographers of traditional Middle Eastern dance: 
                                 Classically trained from an early age in Jazz: Tap: And  Ballet: Suhaila's first 
                                breakthrough came when she integrated her classical training with her traditional 
                                  background in Middle Eastern dance. The result was as exciting as it was special: 
                                    Suhaila's performances expressed the emotional soul and rhythm of ancient dance with 
                                    the discipline and structured movement of the modern era: As Suhaila Salimpour’s 
                                   reputation grew Suhaila became a teacher and performer of her unique art form all 
                                  over the United States and Europe: Her reception in the Middle East was astonishing: 
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                                Arab world: Suhaila has appeared on several American television series: She was also 
                               the featured dancer of the prestigious Arabic Los Angeles nightclub "Byblos" for years: 
                              Suhaila Salimpour has been featured in shows with the most renowned singers in 
                             the Middle East: Suhaila Salimpour choreographed American rock videos using a 
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                         while Suhaila Salimpour and her beloved husba nd Andre and Suhaila Salimpour’s 
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